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NY Gov. Signs Bill Legalizing Daily Fantasy Sports 

By Y. Peter Kang 

Law360, Los Angeles (August 3, 2016, 10:02 PM EDT) -- New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo on Wednesday 
signed a bill legalizing daily fantasy sports in New York, ending a major legal challenge for the 
beleaguered industry’s leaders DraftKings and FanDuel, which faced lawsuits brought by the state’s 
attorney general alleging their contests violated anti-gambling laws. 
 
The law, which regulates the daily fantasy sports industry and requires companies to register with 
the New York State Gaming Commission, is expected to generate $4 million in state revenue and will be 
used to fund education programs, according to the governor’s office. 
 
"Daily fantasy sports have proven to be popular in New York, but until now have operated with no 
supervision and no protections for players," Cuomo said in a statement. "This legislation strikes the right 
balance that allows this activity to continue with oversight from state regulators, new consumer 
protections and more funding for education.” 
 
The law recognizes that daily fantasy sports are “games of skill” and takes certain steps to ensure 
players are subject to games that are fair, prohibits minors from participating, and protects customers’ 
deposited funds. 
 
Similar bills have already been passed this year in Colorado, Indiana, Tennessee, Mississippi, Virginia and 
Missouri. 
 
FanDuel Inc. CEO Nigel Eccles thanked Cuomo and New York lawmakers, saying the law marks a 
“capstone achievement” for the daily fantasy sports industry. 
 
“Last fall, amidst national controversy, some pundits put fantasy sports on death watch,” Eccles said in a 
statement. “But when the calendar turned to 2016 and fantasy sports fans had the opportunity to be 
heard and legislators had the opportunity to act, the dynamic quickly shifted, and one by one states 
began to recognize this is a game loved by millions — millions who should be able to play and deserve 
the basic protections afforded to consumers in all major industries.” 
 
DraftKings Inc. CEO Jason Robins said they were thrilled that the governor signed the bill into law. 
 
“We are excited to have our DraftKings contests return to New York and bring the fun and excitement of 
DFS back to our fans," Robins said in a statement. “We look forward to welcoming New Yorkers back and 
are excited that fans in some of the greatest sports towns in the world will once again be playing the 
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fantasy sports contests they love.” 
 
Last year, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman hit DraftKings and FanDuel with lawsuits 
alleging their pay-to-play contests, which allow participants to select imaginary rosters of athletes from 
leagues like the NFL to compete based on the real-life performances of those athletes, are forms of 
illegal gambling under New York state law. 
 
The companies later agreed to suspend their paid contests in the state as part of a deal with the 
attorney general to halt the lawsuits until a June deadline, allowing the companies to convince New York 
lawmakers to pass legislation to legalize and regulate daily fantasy sports. 
 
In an 11th-hour vote held in June, the New York Senate voted 45-17 to pass the daily fantasy sports bill 
following the Assembly's 91-22 approval the same day. 
 
Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP’s public policy group was instrumental in getting the New York 
Legislature to pass the bill on June 18, the firm said. Orrick partner Jeremy Kudon led the campaign to 
legalize fantasy sports on behalf of clients FanDuel, DraftKings and the Fantasy Sports Trade Association. 
 
“It is a tremendous day for the industry and one that we hope to build on in the months ahead,” Jeremy 
said in a statement Wednesday. 
 
The Orrick team also includes partner Ann Patterson, of counsel Scott Ward, associates Nick Green, 
James Fee and Suman Tatapudy, and senior strategists Chris Grimm and Erica Sechrist. 
 
--Additional reporting by Zachary Zagger. Editing by Philip Shea. 
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